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Abstract 

In this paper, we present an innovative topic segmentation system based on a new informative similarity measure 

that takes into account word co-occurrence in order to avoid the accessibility to existing linguistic resources such 

as electronic dictionaries or lexico-semantic databases such as thesauri or ontology. Topic Segmentation is the 

task of breaking documents into topically coherent multi-paragraph subparts. Topic Segmentation has extensively 

been used in Information Retrieval and Text Summarization. In particular, our architecture proposes a language-

independent Topic Segmentation system that solves three main problems evidenced by previous research: 

systems based uniquely on lexical repetition that show reliability problems, systems based on lexical cohesion 

using existing linguistic resources that are usually available only for dominating languages and as a consequence 

do not apply to less favored languages and finally systems that need previously existing harvesting training data. 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper introduces a new technique for improving access to information dividing lengthy documents into 

topically coherent sections. This research area is commonly called Topic Segmentation and can be defined as the 

task of breaking documents into topically coherent multi-paragraph subparts. In this paper, we present an 

innovative topic segmentation system based on a new informative similarity measure that takes into account word 

co-occurrence in order to avoid the accessibility to existing linguistic resources such as electronic dictionaries or 

lexico-semantic databases such as thesauri or ontology. In particular, our architecture solves three main problems 

evidenced by previous research: systems based uniquely on lexical repetition that show reliability problems 

(Hearst, 1994; Reynar, 1994; Richmond et al., 1997; Yaari, 1997; Sardinha, 2002), systems based on lexical 

cohesion using existing linguistic resources that are usually available only for dominating languages like English, 

French or German, and as a consequence do not apply to less favored languages (Morris and Hirst, 1991; 

Kozima, 1993) and systems that need previously existing harvesting training data (Beeferman et al., 1997). 

In order to overcome these drawbacks, we propose a Topic Segmentation system based on a new informative 

similarity measure that takes into account word co-occurrences automatically acquired from corpora. Our system 

can be defined as a three step process: 

(1) It evaluates the weight of each word in terms of the segmentation task. For that purpose, it uses a combination 

of three main heuristics: the well-known tf.idf measure proposed by (Sparck-Jones, 1972; Salton, 1975), the 

adaptation of the tf.idf measure for sentences, the tf.isf, and a new density measure that calculates the density of 

each word in the text i.e. if the occurrences of the same word are close to each other in the text or not. 



(2) For each sentence in the text, it then calculates its similarity with the previous block of k sentences and the 

next block of k sentences based on the informative similarity measure that includes the Equivalence Index 

Association Measure (Muller et al., 1997). 

(3) The topic boundaries are then calculated based on the same algorithm proposed by (Hearst, 1994). 

 

3. Weighting Score 

Our algorithm is based on the vector space model which determines the similarity of neighboring groups of 

sentences and places subtopic boundaries between dissimilar blocks. In our specific case, each sentence in the 

corpus is evaluated in terms of similarity with the previous block of k sentences and the next block of k sentences 

(as illustrated in figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Vector space architecture 
 

 
We propose a new weighting scheme based on three heuristics: the tf.idf measure, the adaptation of the tf.idf 

measure for sentences, the tf.isf, and a new density measure that calculates the density of each word in the text. 

 
3.1. The tf.idf Score 

The basic idea of the tf.idf score (Salton, 1975) is to evaluate the importance of a word within a document based 

on its frequency and its distribution across a collection of documents. The tf.idf score is defined in equation 1. 
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Equation 1: tf.idf score 

However, not all relevant words in a document are useful for Topic Segmentation. For instance, relevant words 

appearing in all sentences will be of no help for segmenting the text into topics. 

 
3.2. The tf.isf Score 

The basic idea of the tf.isf score is to evaluate each word in terms of its distribution over the document. Indeed, it 

is obvious that words occurring in many sentences within a document may not be useful for Topic Segmentation 

purposes. So, we will define the tf.isf to evaluate the importance of a word within a document based on its 

frequency within a given sentence and its distribution across all the sentences within the document. For that 

purpose, we will use the tf.isf score as a second measure of word relevance (see equation 2). 
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Equation 2: tf.isf score 

 
However, we can push even further our idea of word distribution. For that purpose, we propose a new density 

measure that calculates the density of each word in a document. 

 



3.3. The Word Density Score 

The basic idea of the word density measure is to evaluate the dispersion of a word within a document. So, very 

disperse words will not be as relevant as dense words. In order to evaluate the word density, we propose a new 

measure based on the distance (in terms of words) of all consecutive occurrences of the word in the document. 

We call this measure dens and it is defined in equation 3. 
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Equation 3: dens score 

For any given word w, its density dens(w,d) in document d, is calculated from all the distances between all its 

occurrences, |w|. So, occur(k) and occur(k+1) respectively represent the positions in the text of two consecutive 

occurrences of the word w and dist(occur(k), occur(k+1)) calculates the distance that separates them in terms of 

words within the document.  
 

3.4. The Weighting Score 

The weighting score of any word in a document can be directly derived from the previous three heuristics. A 

straightforward definition of the weighting score is given in equation 4 where each score is normalized. 
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Equation 4: weight score 

 

4. Similarity Measure 

Our methodology is based on the same idea as (Ponte and Croft, 1997) but differs from it as the word co-

occurrence information is directly embedded in the calculation of the similarity between blocks of sentences thus 

proposing a well-founded mathematical model that deals with the word co-occurrence factor. For that purpose, we 

propose a new informative similarity measure that includes in its definition the Equivalence Index Association 

Measure proposed by (Muller et al., 1997) defined in Equation 6.  
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Equation 6: Equivalence Index Association Measure 

The Equivalence Index between words w1 and w2 is calculated within a context window of any size in order to 

determine f(w1, w2) and from a collection of documents so that we can evaluate the degree of cohesiveness 

between two words outside the context of the document. So, the basic idea of our informative similarity measure 

is to integrate into the cosine measure the word co-occurrence factor inferred from a collection of documents with 

the Equivalence Index association measure as defined in equation 7  
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Equation 7: Informative Similarity Measure 



where EI(Wik,Wjl) is the Equivalence Index value between  Wik, the word that indexes the vector of the document i 

at position k, and Wjl, the word that indexes the vector of the document j at position l. The next step of the 

application aims at placing subtopic boundaries between dissimilar blocks. For that purpose, we propose a 

detection methodology based on the standard deviation algorithm proposed by (Hearst, 1994). 

 

5. Topic Boundary Detection 

Taking as reference the idea of (Ponte and Croft, 1997) who take into account the preceding and the following 

contexts of a segment, we calculate the informative similarity of each sentence in the corpus with its surrounding 

pieces of texts i.e. its previous block of k sentences and its next block of k sentences as illustrated in figure 1. The 

basic idea is to know whether the focus sentence is more similar to the preceding block of sentences or to the 

following block of sentences. In order to evaluate this preference in an elegant way, we propose a score for each 

sentence in the text in the same manner (Beeferman et al., 1997) compare short and long-range models. Our 

preference score (ps) is defined in equation 8. 
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Equation 8: preference score 

In order to illustrate graphically the variations of the ps score, we show in figure 2 an experiment made with five 

texts taken from the web with five different topics using block sentences of size 3 (k=3) and a window of the text 

size for the calculation of the Equivalence Index. 

 

Figure 2: preference score variation 

In order to better understand the variation of the ps score, each time its value goes from positive to negative 

between two consecutive sentences, there exits a topic shift. We will call this phenomenon a downhill. However, 

not all downhills identify the presence of a new topic in the text. Indeed, only deep ones must be taken into 

account. They are represented in white in Figure 2 and represent the correct changes in topic. In order to 

automatically identify these downhills, and as a consequence the topic shifts, we adapt the algorithm proposed by 

(Hearst, 1994) to our specific case.  So, we propose a threshold that is a function of the average and standard 

deviation of the downhills depths. For lack of space, we do not present this function. 

 

6. Conclusion, Discussion and Future Work 

In this paper, we propose a language-independent unsupervised Topic Segmentation system based on word-co-

occurrence that avoids the accessibility to existing linguistic resources such as electronic dictionaries or lexico-

semantic databases such as thesauri or ontology. In particular, our architecture proposes a system that solves 

three main problems evidenced by previous research: systems based uniquely on lexical repetition that show 

reliability problems, systems based on lexical cohesion using existing linguistic resources that are usually 



available only for dominating languages and as a consequence do not apply to less favored languages and finally 

systems that need previously existing harvesting training data. To our point of view, our main contribute to the 

field is the definition of a new similarity measure, the informative similarity measure, infosimba, that proposes a 

well-founded mathematical model that deals with the word co-occurrence factor and avoids an extra step in the 

boundary detection compared to the solution introduced by (Ponte and Croft, 1997). 
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